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COLLECTION 

KEY:    = Customizable Design 
 
Antique Red Afghan 
Afghanistan has been the source of wide varieties of tribal and village rugs for many hundreds of years. This image is 
based upon a modern piece, from the town of Kunduz, in northeastern Afghanistan. Continuing an ancient tradition, 
the detailed motifs include stylized plants, vases (a symbol of cleanliness and purity), butterflies, and small animals. 
Design © James Opie 

 

 

  

   
MouseRug SKU: SRA-SE   
BC: 680638300071   

 
Ardabil 
Though contemporary in its look and feel, this geometrically patterned rug is a replication of a design that originated 
in the Northwest corner of Iran and was popular in Europe and America during the 19th century. Its subtle blues and 
purples, together with a wide range of ivory and earth tones, impart an antique quality with a patina of time.  
Design © Arthur T. Gregorian Oriental Rugs 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

   
MouseRug SKU: GCA-1 CoasterRug SKU: GCA-C BookRug SKU: GCA-K 
BC: 680638000841 BC: 680638500846 BC: 680638800847 
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Art-Deco Sarouk 
This original Sarouk rug is from western Iran and was woven in the late 19th century. The design is rare and was surely 
devised by a professional designer, employed by one of the elite workshops functioning in or near Sarouk. Hints of a 
connection with art nouveau styles are probably coincidental. Design © James Opie 
 

 

 

 

 

   
MouseRug SKU: SSA-SE CoasterRug SKU: SSA-C  
BC: 680638300057 BC: 680638500051  

 
Bessie Barber Navajo 
Weaving of blankets and rugs by the Navajo people has a long history dating back over three centuries with weavers 
innovating with ever-changing designs. The new Burnham Style was developed by the Barber and Begay families of 
Burnham, New Mexico in the 1980s. Weavers use primarily the natural browns, whites, greys and blacks of sheep's 
wool, but with the distinctive inclusion of small areas of vibrant color. Unique pictorial designs depicting Navajo 
ceremonial figures are carefully interspersed among the more traditional geometric designs. This new, trademark 
family style is a testament to the continuously creative nature of Navajo weaving.  
Design © Denver Art Museum 
 

 

 

 

 

   
MouseRug SKU: MBB-1 CoasterRug SKU: MBB-C  
BC: 680638002067 BC: 680638502062  
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Bidjar 
The Bidjar is made with our best-selling red field colors and features most-popular rug pattern motifs.  Bidjar is the 
name of a small Kurdish town in western Iran. Kurdish carpets are often very strong and compact, which makes them 
extremely durable. The name Bidjar denotes the meaning of durability to many carpet specialists.  
Design © Arthur T. Gregorian Oriental Rugs 
 

 

 

 

 

   
MouseRug SKU: GRB-1 CoasterRug SKU: GRB-C  
BC: 680638002302 BC: 680638502307  

 
Big Medicine 
The rare white bison occurs only once in every 10 million births. In 1933, a white buffalo was born in the wild and called 
“Big Medicine” to reflect his sacred power. Many Native American tribes consider the return of the White Buffalo the 
fulfillment of an ancient prophecy and the beginning of a new era for Mother Earth. In the pattern’s center, within 
the Circle of Life, four hands represent the diverse peoples of the world and a new beginning.  
Design © Pendleton Woolen Mills, Inc. 
 

 

 

 

 

   
MouseRug SKU: PBM-1 CoasterRug SKU: PBM-C  
BC: 680638002357 BC: 680638502352  
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Canyonlands 
Tall pinnacles of rock form breathtaking vistas along the skyline of Utah’s Canyonlands. This unique  reinterpretation 
of an ancient pattern uses a modern ombre weave to create rich layers that mimic the movement of sunlight 
dancing across the canyons. The northern and southern regions of the area include Arches National Park, 
Canyonlands National Park, Moab, La Sal Mountains, Monument Valley, Natural Bridges National Monument and 
Lake Powell. Design © Pendleton Woolen Mills, Inc. 
 

 

 

 

 

   
MouseRug SKU: PCY-1 CoasterRug SKU: PCY-C  
BC: 680638002395 BC: 680638502390  

 
Chief Joseph Khaki Repeat 
First produced in the 1920’s, the Chief Joseph blanket is one of the oldest, on-going blankets made by Pendleton 
Woolen Mills. The blanket pattern celebrates the heroism of the Northwest's great Nez Perce leader, Chief Joseph. Its 
design is balanced with arrowheads symbolizing bravery and pointing in all directions of Mother Earth. Chief Joseph, 
known by his people as In-mut-too-yah-lat-lat (Thunder coming up over the land from the water), was best known for 
his resistance to the U. S. Government's attempts to force his tribe onto reservations. The Nez Perce were a peaceful 
nation spread from Idaho to northern Washington state and Chief Joseph assumed his role as Chief in 1877.  
Design © Pendleton Woolen Mills, Inc. 
 

 

 

 

 

   
MouseRug SKU: PRC-1 CoasterRug SKU: PRC-C  
BC: 680638000353 BC: 680638500358  
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Contemporary Jaipur 
Originally hand knotted in Northern India, this contemporary Jaipur design shows how design themes introduced to 
the subcontinent by 16th century Mughal lords from Persia have survived for centuries and remain intact today. 
Though rugs are not native to predominantly Hindu India, the nation has become a world leader in producing superb, 
handmade rugs. Design © Arthur T. Gregorian Oriental Rugs 
 

 

 

 

 

 
   
MouseRug SKU: GCJ-1  CoasterRug SKU: GCJ-C BookRug SKU: GCJ-K 
BC: 680638000834 BC: 680638500839 BC: 680638800830 

 
Country Heritage Stars 
This beautiful Celestial design has a dual personality. Its deep black field allows it to fit more formal decor, while the 
star images give it a more playful feel. For the millennia, the stars maintained a large role in the lives of ancient rug-
making cultures, and the use of this celestial element in the rug-making art continues to this day.  
Design © Nourison 
 

 

 

 

 

 
   
MouseRug SKU: NCH-1 CoasterRug SKU: NCH-C  BookRug SKU: NCH-K 
BC: 680638000346 BC: 680638500341 BC: 680638800342 
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Deep Blue Bergamo 
This design is inspired by the Bergamo rugs, woven in western Turkey, north of Izmir. This is the site of the ancient Greek 
kingdom of Pergamum, which flourished in the 2nd and 3rd centuries BC. The original carpet is woven from wool with 
classic terra cotta and deep blue colors derived from locally made vegetable dyes. Design © Arthur T. Gregorian 
Oriental Rugs 
 

 

 

 

 

 
   
MouseRug SKU: GBG-1 CoasterRug SKU: GBG-C BookRug SKU: GBG-K 
BC: 680638000858 BC: 680638500853 BC: 680638800854 

 
Deep Red Zapotec 
Originally designed by Oaxacan weavers in Mexico, Zapotec style flatwoven wool rugs images have become 
extremely popular and widely reproduced for many years. This stunning example features deep shades of red that 
blend to create a pleasing focus for many home décor settings. Courtesy of Mendez Rugs, a 5th generation weaver 
with over twenty years of experience in the rug trade weaving both traditional and contemporary designs and colors. 
Design © Mendez Rugs 
 

 

 

 

 

   
MouseRug SKU: ZDR-1 CoasterRug SKU: ZDR-C  
BC: 680638002265 BC: 680638502260  
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Dusty Gold Ancient Oriental  
The few remaining ancient Persian carpets are found in museums and private collections around the world, and date 
back to the oldest discovered Pazyryk Rug from 500 B.C. The two Ardabil Carpets, located in the Victoria and Albert 
Museum in London and the Los Angeles County Museum of Art, are also considered among the world’s oldest. 
Copied endlessly until today, Persian inspired rugs feature multiple borders, classic icon images, overall busy designs 
and rich colors that combine to create complex, engaging and decorative pieces. The Ancient Oriental Rug 
combines meticulously detailed design elements with subtle color hints of golds, beiges with highlights of reds and 
light blue.  
 

 

 

 

 

   
MouseRug SKU: APC-1 CoasterRug SKU: APC-C  
BC: 680638002234 BC: 680638502239  

 
Early Turkmen 
Carpets, tent and camel trappings, and other knotted pile textiles woven by the Turkmen tribes of Central Asia are 
some of the most widely admired and passionately collected of all “oriental rugs”. They are also among the most 
challenging to comprehend. The relative geographic and linguistic remoteness of the Turkmen coupled with a 
complex history of tribal movement and interaction have created barriers to the study of Turkmen weaving. 
Furthermore, the clues used to determine when, where, and by what tribe a rug was made – design, color palette, 
weave structure, and yarn – often combine in ways that fall outside the norms of identified tribal types. This carpet 
combining design features derived from certain Persian rugs, a Turkmen color sensibility, and atypical yarn usage is 
one of these idiosyncratic examples. The many questions still surrounding Turkmen weavings only add to their mystery 
and fascination. The skill and artistry of Turkmen weavers is evident in this 18th century example.  
Design © de Young Fine Arts Museum of San Francisco 
 

 

 

 

 

 
   
MouseRug SKU: MET-1 CoasterRug SKU: MET-C BookRug SKU: MET-K 
BC: 680638002111 BC: 680638502116 BC: 680638802117 
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Earthtone Southwest  
Inspired by hand-woven Indian flatweave rug designs from the American Southwest, this design coordinates 
especially well with other natural decor such as wood, wicker, stone and brick. 
 

 

 

 

 

 
   
MouseRug SKU: CSW-1 CoasterRug SKU: CSW-C BookRug SKU: CSW-K 
BC: 680638000049 BC: 680638500044 BC: 680638800040 

 
Emperor's Garden 
The “Emperor’s Garden” rug inspiring this design is an exquisite example of the “Peking” style which gained status 
and popularity during the latter decades of the 19th century. This was a time when China opened its vast workforce, 
in the form of large weaving “factories," to the Western world. A trademark of this style, which reached its zenith of 
popularity during the 1940s, is its use of pictorial elements, such as pagodas, vases, and realistically drawn flowers, 
birds and butterflies. Design © Caravan Classics 
 

 

 

 

 

   
MouseRug SKU: CHE-1 CoasterRug SKU: CHE-C  
BC: 680638000445 BC: 680638500440  
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Famous 19th Century Artwork CoasterRug Assortment 
This mixed set includes one design of each (4 total): 

• The Great Wave off Kanagawa by Katsushika Hokusai 
• The Scream by Edvard Munch 
• The Starry Night by Vincent Van Gogh 
• Water Lilies by Claude Monet 

 

 

  

   
CoasterRug SKU: CRA-F01   
BC: 680638502505   

 
Fire Legend 
Manabozho, the Chippewa trickster hero, worried that his People were cold, and traveled to the home of an old 
man who hoarded fire, where he changed into a small, shivering rabbit. The old man’s daughters set him by the 
warm hearth while their father slept. Manabozho caught a spark on his fur and raced back to share fire with his 
People. This pattern shows the hearth, with combs and shawls warming by the fire.  
Design © Pendleton Woolen Mills, Inc. 
 

 

 

 

 

   
MouseRug SKU: PFL-1 CoasterRug SKU: PFL-C  
BC: 680638002319 BC: 680638502314  
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Five Medallions 
Five circular medallions are depicted in the center and the four corners of the classically proportioned 19th century 
Chinese carpet that inspired this Mouse Rug. The field is composed of bold, stylized flowers countered by a delicately 
drawn vine and leaf system. The main border contains lotuses and sprays alternating with geometric key patterns, 
the latter which resemble those found on Chinese lacquered trays and boxes. Design © Caravan Classics 
 

 

 

 
 

 

   
MouseRug SKU: CHM-1 CoasterRug SKU: CHM-C  
BC: 680638000452 BC: 680638500457  

 
Floral Arabesque 
This floral arabesque carpet belongs to a group previously attributed to both Iran and India dates to approximately 
the 17th century. The four ply warp points to Iran as the place of origination. Light and dark blue arabesque bands 
run symmetrically through the field, creating a sense of flow. The design is further elaborated by the fine network of 
buds, rosettes, leaves, and palmettes in the background, as well as by the equally vibrant main border, set against a 
blue background. Design © The Metropolitan Museum of Art 
 

 

 

 

 

   
MouseRug SKU: MFA-1 CoasterRug SKU: MFA-C  
BC: 885118490222 BC: 885118492127  
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Freud 
This splendid Qashqa'i shekarlu rug covers the most famous piece of furniture in the world, Sigmund Freud's 
psychoanalytic couch. The brilliantly coloured rug was made by one of the nomadic tribes of the Qashqa'i 
confederacy in Persia in the nineteenth century. Freud's patients reclined on this rug recounting their memories, 
dreams and fantasies. The surrealism and magic of this oriental rug has been captured in our adaptation of the 
exquisite Mouse Rug. Design © The Freud Museum 
 

 

 

 

 

 
   
MouseRug SKU: MSF-1 CoasterRug SKU: MSF-C BookRug SKU: MSF-K 
BC: 680638000186 BC: 680638500181 BC: 680638800182 

 
Indienne 
This rug has detailed medallions, a floral motif, symmetrical patterns, and multiple borders which distinguishes it to be 
from the Oushak region of northwest Turkey. Popular in Europe from the 1500s onward, some undoubtedly made their 
way to the Virginia colony. Our design is inspired by an 18th-century carpet in the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation 
collection. Design © The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation 
 

 

 

 

 

   
MouseRug SKU: MWD-1 CoasterRug SKU: MWD-C  
BC: 680638002258 BC: 680638502253  
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International CoasterRug Assortment 
This mixed set includes one design of each (4 total): 

• Contemporary Jaipur 
• Country Heritage Stars 
• Jade Fars Pictorial 
• Turkoman Bokhara 

Design © Arthur T. Gregorian Oriental Rugs 
Design © Nourison 
 

 

  

   
CoasterRug SKU: CRA-C01   
BC: 680638590014   

 
Ivory-Gold Feraghan  
Feraghan Sarouks were among the most outstanding Persian carpet masterpieces of the late 19th century. Designed 
by design-artists who were schooled in classical forms, wide varieties of Feraghan Sarouks were created first in the 
form of complex drafts, and then woven into rugs in small ateliers. Among them, this outstanding piece shines as 
brightly in the early 21st century as it did in the late 19th. 
 

 

 

 

 

   
MouseRug SKU: CGF-1 CoasterRug SKU: CGF-C  
BC: 680638000100 BC: 680638500105  
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Jade Fars Pictorial  
Inspired by a centuries-old Persian confederacy pictorial rug design from the Fars province in the south of Iran, these 
rugs were originally made for the court and great nobles and were presented only on special occasions. Original rugs 
were made of high-quality wool pile, and a multiple border in a pattern is a sign of later weavings. 
 

 

 

 

 

 
   
MouseRug SKU: CFP-1 CoasterRug SKU: CFP-C BookRug SKU: CFP-K 
BC: 680638000018 BC: 680638500013 BC: 680638800014 

 
Journey West 
This intricate design celebrates the pioneering spirit of our founder, weaver Thomas L. Kay, who journeyed from 
England to America and arrived in Oregon in 1863. This original design was discovered in a 19th-century European 
mill and included the designer’s notes and calculations, handwritten neatly along the sides. Our modern Pendleton 
designers viewed this historic work of art with reverence and used it as inspiration for a tribute to our founder.  
Design © Pendleton Woolen Mills, Inc. 
 

 

 

 

 

   
MouseRug SKU: PJW-1 CoasterRug SKU: PJW-C  
BC: 680638002371 BC:   
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Kuba Oriental 
Bright colors and bold geometric patterning characterize the 18th-century carpets woven in the Kuba district of 
Caucasus, a remote region between the Black and Caspian Seas. Local textiles reflect an exotic combination of 
design contributions from the many religions and cultures of the nomadic peoples who populated the area. This 
design has been adapted from an original antique rug in Colonial Williamsburg's collections.  
Design © The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation 
 

 

 

 

 

   
MouseRug SKU: MWD-1 CoasterRug SKU: MWD-C  
BC: 680638002050 BC: 680638502055  

 
Midnight Persian  
One of the most detailed, engaging classic Persian carpet patterns we have reproduced in deep, rich colors. This 
pattern is inspired by a Persian Mahi Tabriz rug design. It uses a very fine example of the curvilinear Herati pattern in 
its execution. The pattern is sometimes also called the Fish and Turtle design. 
 

 

 

 

 

   
MouseRug SKU: CMP-1 CoasterRug SKU: CMP-C  
BC: 680638000094 BC: 680638500099  
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Northwest Persian 
This Northwest Persian Masterpiece features a large central medallion and four quarter medallions on an intricate red 
field. The medallions are edged with an ornamental border that appears to derive from Chinese cloud motifs with 
split-leaf motifs (rumi) in the field. A multitude of colors; red, orange, mustard yellow, dark purple, bright dark blue, 
medium blue, dark green, medium green, dyed mustard yellow and white appear throughout the large carpet. The 
wefts are dark red wool and selvedges are original. Design © de Young Fine Arts Museum of San Francisco 
 

 

 

 

 

   
MouseRug SKU: MPC-1 CoasterRug SKU: MPC-C  
BC: 410000301067 BC: 410000301074  

 
Oriental CoasterRug Assortment 
This mixed set includes one design of each (4 total): 

• Ardabil 
• Deep Blue Bergamo 
• Star Ushak 
• Tabriz Heriz 

Design © Arthur T. Gregorian Oriental Rugs 
Design © The Metropolitan Museum of Art 
 

 

  

   
CoasterRug SKU: CRA-C02   
BC: 680638590021   
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Papago Park 
Arizona’s Papago Park was once the home of the Maricopa, Pima and Papago tribes. Pima and Papago weavers 
have produced some of the most beautiful coiled basketry in the Southwest. Using willow, cattail, and beargrass, 
weavers constructed baskets with black designs worked with a crawling desert vine called Devil’s Claw. Baskets were 
woven to carry food, water and possessions, and used as furniture, as shields and helmets, and to serve wine at the 
yearly saguaro wine festival. The Pima and Papago tribes are now known as the Akimel and Tohono  O’odham. Their 
weavers produce modern baskets of beauty, elegance and strength. Design © Pendleton Woolen Mills, Inc. 
 

 

 

 

 

   
MouseRug SKU: PPP-1 CoasterRug SKU: PPP-C  
BC: 680638002401 BC: 680638502406  

 
Pashmina Flowers 
The finest Indian carpets were made with a pile of pashmina wool and a foundation of silk, which allowed for 
hundreds of knots to be tied per square inch. This rug pattern features intricate details and intensely colored design 
elements with scrolling vines from which bloom palmettes, poppies, irises, and serrated lancet leaves.  The original 
rug is from Northern India, mid-17th century. Design © The Metropolitan Museum of Art 
 

 

 

 

 

   
MouseRug SKU: MPF-1 CoasterRug SKU: MPF-C  
BC: 885118404618 BC: 885118404755  
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Pendleton Assortment #1 
This mixed set includes one design of each (4 total): 

• Canyonlands 
• Journey West 
• Prairie Rush Hour 
• Wyeth Trail 

Design © Pendleton Woolen Mills, Inc. 
 

 

  

   
CoasterRug SKU: CRA-P01   
BC: 680638502369   

 
Pendleton Assortment #2 
This mixed set includes two of each design (4 total): 

• Papago Park 
• Star Watcher 

Design © Pendleton Woolen Mills, Inc. 
 

 

  

   
CoasterRug SKU: CRA-P02   
BC: 680638502475   
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Persian Qashqai Carpet 
Persian Qashqai rugs are recognized by their bold, graphic designs and their brilliant color combinations of madder 
red, indigo blue and golden-yellow. Constructed purely of wool, this Qashqai rug is from the mid to early 19th century 
and features a design of three vertically connected diamond medallions on fields of red and blue. Qashqai rugs are 
woven by tribe women from the Qashqai region in southwestern Iran and utilize designs passed down from 
generations of weaving. Design © de Young Fine Arts Museum of San Francisco 
 

 

 

 

 

   
MouseRug SKU: MQP-1 CoasterRug SKU: MQP-C  
BC: 680638002272 BC: 680638502277  

 
Pirot Carpet 
Large, rectangular wool carpet made of locally produced wool and dyes from Pirot in south-west Serbia, once the 
most important carpet-making center in the Balkans.  Known as kilims because they are tapestry-woven flat-weaves 
rather than pile rugs. Design includes knotted fringes at each end and repeated natural motifs set in narrow and wide 
oblongs within an outer red border. Approximately late nineteenth century. Design © The British Museum 
 

 

 

 

 

   
MouseRug SKU: MPK-1 CoasterRug SKU: MPK-C  
BC: 680638002296 BC: 680638502291  
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Prairie Rush Hour 
The bison, often referred to as the buffalo, is the largest land mammal in North America. A fully grown buffalo can 
weigh a ton, stand six feet tall, and run as fast as 35 miles an hour. Long ago, millions of these mighty buffalo roamed 
the plains, prairies, and river valleys, terraforming the Great Plains with their hoofprints. Today, wild buffalo roam in 
and around America’s National Parks, where they are protected. Design © Pendleton Woolen Mills, Inc. 
 

 

 

 

 

   
MouseRug SKU: PRH-1 CoasterRug SKU: PRH-C  
BC: 680638002388 BC: 680638502383  

 
Rosette Palmette 
This replica of a Harshang carpet derived from a 17th century model, proved popular both in Eastern Persian and in 
the Caucasus. It continues well into the 18th century and can still be found in Caucasian rugs of the 19th century. The 
design is based on an alternating succession of two large lateral palmettes surrounded by small palmette blossoms, 
and a complex palmette arrangement composed of a central round floral medallion, four large palmette forms of 
two different designs facing this rosette, and four diamond-shaped cartouches, filled with rosettes, on the diagonal 
axis. A small-scale trellis system, as a secondary pattern, fills most of the background of the field.  This rug contains a 
richly detailed symphony of earth tone colors. Design © The Metropolitan Museum of Art 
 

 

 

 

 

   
MouseRug SKU: MRP-1 CoasterRug SKU: MRP-C  
BC: 885118404564 BC: 885118404731  
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Scarlet Lilihan  
This design is inspired by rugs made by Armenians in Lilihan, located in central Iran (Persia). Lilihan rugs are made with 
the “Hamadan weave” and this family of patterns typically feature floral, curved with primarily pinks, reds and light 
brown colorations. 
 

 

  

   
MouseRug SKU: CLM-1   
BC: 680638000056   

 
Shah Jahan 
This is a replica of the Metropolitan Museum of Art's Shah Jahan Carpet. The beauty of this traditional rug design 
interpreted as a Mouse Rug®. The original rug is attributed to Northern India, mid-17th century silk (warp and weft), 
pashmina wool (pile); asymmetrically knotted pile. Design © The Metropolitan Museum of Art 
 

 

 

 

 

   
MouseRug SKU: MSJ-1 CoasterRug SKU: MSJ-C  
BC: 885118404557 BC: 885118404724  
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Sindh Abhala Bharat  
Our design is named after Sindh, one of the regions in Pakistan where Abhala Bharat embroidery is crafted using 
decorative mirrors which are fixed to fabrics for traditional sarees, dresses, bags, cushion covers, and wall hangings. 
This style of textile originated in Persia in the 17th century and spread to the Indian subcontinent, China and Indonesia 
where it remains popular today. 
 

 

 

 

 

   
MouseRug SKU: SHW-1 CoasterRug SKU: SHW-C  
BC: 680638002159 BC: 680638502154  

 
Somerset 
This design is replicated from an 18th-century crewelwork coverlet or “bed rug” in the Colonial Williamsburg 
Foundation collections. Embroidered by a New England woman around 1785-1810, no two flowers or leaves were 
stitched alike. Her “tree of life” design is as appealing in today’s home as it was by a long-ago New England fireside. 
Design © The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation 
 

 

 

 

 

   
MouseRug SKU: MWS-1 CoasterRug SKU: MWS-C  
BC: 680638002241 BC: 680638502246  
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Spider Rock 
The pinnacles of Spider Rock stand with dignity and splendor in Arizona’s Canyon de Chelly National Park. This 
sandstone spire is a place of enormous importance to the Native American inhabitants of the area.It is said to be the 
home of Spider Woman, or Na'ashjé'íí Asdzáá, the deity who taught mankind the art of weaving. This pattern pays 
tribute to the skilled Native weavers who have been producing works of woven art for many centuries. Design © 
Pendleton Woolen Mills, Inc. 
 

 

 

 

 

   
MouseRug SKU: PSR-1 CoasterRug SKU: PSR-C  
BC: 680638002340 BC: 680638502345  

 
Star Ushak 
For many years one of the best-selling images, the Star Ushak’s classic design elements and rich colors complement 
most any environment. The original rug is attributed to Turkey, ca. 1500.  
Design © The Metropolitan Museum of Art 
 

 

 

 

 
 

   
MouseRug SKU: MSU-1 CoasterRug SKU: MSU-C  
BC: 885118404588 BC: 885118404748  
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Star Watchers 
Since ancient times, Native Americans have practiced astronomy to predict the arrival of the brightest stars. The 
Pawnee people of the Central Plains honored the Pleiades Cluster, and believed the Pole Star was a protective chief 
who shone highest in the night sky. Pawnee lodges and villages were planned with astronomy in mind, dedicating 
one corner of each village to the Evening Star. Design © Pendleton Woolen Mills, Inc. 
 

 

 

 

 

   
MouseRug SKU: PSW-1 CoasterRug SKU: PSW-C  
BC: 680638002333 BC: 680638502338  

 
Tabriz-Heriz  
Heriz is a town in the Province of Eastern Azerbaijan, which became famous hundreds of years ago as a center for 
oriental culture and for the geometric-design carpets produced there. This is a very old carpet design, and in the 
past forty years the Heriz design has been produced in the city of Tabriz which is the capital city of the province of 
Eastern Azerbaijan. A typical design features a baroque style medallion along with repeats of rosettes and palmettes 
which appeal to European tastes. The Persian Collection was created from digital scans of fine Persian carpet images 
provided courtesy of the Persian Carpets Exhibition in Kuwait. 
 

 

 

 

 

   
MouseRug SKU: ATH-1 CoasterRug SKU: ATH-C  
BC: 680638000636 BC: 680638500259  
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The Great Wave off Kanagawa  
One of the most recognized works of Japanese art in the world, this woodblock print by the Japanese artist Katsushika 
Hokusai captures an enormous wave cresting over three fishing boats off the coast in Sagami Bay.  Featuring 
dramatic blue pigments with a tan, parchment-like backdrop, this artwork highlights the power of nature and Man’s 
frailty.  This image circa 1832 was the first print in a series, Thirty-six Views of Mount Fuji.   
 

 

 

 

 

   
MouseRug SKU: AGW-1 CoasterRug SKU: AGW-C  
BC: 680638002432 BC: 680638502437  

 
The Scream  
This iconic image in Expressionist art is set against an unnaturally orange and swirling landscape.  Seen as symbolizing 
the anxiety of the human experience, this painting from 1893 is the second most recognizable artwork in the world, 
after the Mona Lisa.  Edvard Munch penned a verse on the frame of the work, that describes the moment:  
“I was walking along the road with two friends - The Sun was setting – the Sky turned blood-red. - And I felt a wave of 
Sadness – I paused - tired to Death – Above the blue-black - Fjord and City Blood and Flaming tongues hovered 
My friends walked on – I stayed behind – quaking with Angst – I felt the great Scream in Nature” 
 

 

 

 

 

   
MouseRug SKU: ATS-1 CoasterRug SKU: ATS-C  
BC: 680638002494 BC: 680638502499  
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The Starry Night  
Swirling blue forms and glowing yellow orbs over a darkened town make this iconic Impressionist painting striking and 
unique.  Painted in 1889, Vincent Van Gogh’s most popular piece is the only nocturne in the series of views from his 
barred bedroom window at the asylum, Saint-Remy-de-Provence. A flare of dark cypress trees balances the 
composition, giving it a magical feel. 
 

 

 

 

 

   
MouseRug SKU: ASN-1 CoasterRug SKU: ASN-C  
BC: 680638002456 BC: 680638502451  

 
Timuri 
This masterpiece is one of the oldest examples of a type woven by the Timur (Taimuri), a tribe of mixed Turko-Mongol 
origin living primarily in a mountainous region extending from the northwest corner of Afghanistan into neighboring 
Iran. Their rugs are often grouped with those of the Baluch, a tribe who inhabit the same area but who have different 
ethnic roots. Descended from east Persian carpets of the Safavid period, the design of this classic Timuri example 
consists of a central tree of life with alternating pairs of hexagonal medallions geometricized palmettes. Smaller 
medallions and floral motifs are interspersed throughout. Although the colors in Timuri carpets are typically somewhat 
limited in number, the weavers use them to great effect. Here, they have created variety and drama by reversing 
the color placement in each pair of opposing medallions and palmettes and by setting the design against a deep 
blue field. The use of dyed silk in the small diamond elements adds further variety to the palette. Carpets of this quality 
demonstrate the ability of tribal weavers to adapt the sophisticated, curvilinear designs of urban carpets to their own 
vigorous aesthetic. Timuri tribe, Eastern Iran or Northwestern Afghanistan Carpet, mid-19th century.  
Design © de Young Fine Arts Museum of San Francisco 
 

 

 

 

 

   
MouseRug SKU: MKT-1 CoasterRug SKU: MKT-C  
BC: 680638002135 BC: 680638502130  
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Tree of Life  
This design is inspired by a traditional Persian hand-knotted wool carpet that contains silk highlights. The Persian 
Isfahan rug is a 20th Century rendition of a "vase" carpet, like rugs woven in the capital city of Isfahan in the 16th and 
17th centuries during the Safavid Dynasty. The inclusion of birds and deer in the rug fit well into the overall design. The 
classic Isfahan red and blue give this rug a timelessness that allows it to complement any decor. 
 

 

 

 

 

   
MouseRug SKU: CTL-1 CoasterRug SKU: CTL-C  
BC: 680638000087 BC: 680638500082  

 
Tribal Shekarlu 
This Red/Geometric Shekarlu design is inspired by a rug from James Opie’s collection that is an especially archaic 
example of one of southern Iran’s most traditional tribal sources, the Shekarlu tribe. While many designs that are 
considered “tribal” actually can be traced to urban rug precursors, in this case the designs are entirely “tribal.” 
Nothing here came from a source outside of this tribe. Formerly part of the widespread native Luri tribes, the Shekarlu 
joined the Qashqa’i tribal confederacy sometime in the 18th or 19th century. This tribal name is not an active one 
among south Persian tribal clusters today. The original rug in the James Opie Collection dates to the period from 1850 
to 1875. Design © James Opie 
 

 

 

 

 

   
MouseRug SKU: SSH-SE CoasterRug SKU: SSH-C  
BC: 680638300040 BC: 680638500020  
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Turkoman Bokhara 
The Turkoman is among the most popular oriental rug designs in the world. It is recognized by the stylized ivory 
blossoms woven in an overall pattern on a luscious red field. The field is surrounded by several borders containing 
more stylized flowers. Fanciful myths have evolved to describe the origin of the pattern-some say they are stylized 
elephant feet. Most experts agree, however, that original Turkoman weavers drew their inspiration from the 
flowerbeds of a formal garden. Design © Arthur T. Gregorian Oriental Rugs 
 

 

 

 

 

 
   
MouseRug SKU: GMB-1 CoasterRug SKU: GMB-C BookRug SKU: GMB-K 
BC: 680638000810 BC: 680638500037 BC: 680638800038 

 
Usa Valley 
Rug made of wool decorated cloth with central seam. Edges decorated with running svastika pattern, an ancient 
symbol of good fortune in Buddhist, Hindu, and Jain cultures. Acquired by the British Museum from Anthony Aris, 
brother of renowned Bhutan scholar Michael Aris. Design © The British Museum 
 

 
 

 

 

 

MouseRug SKU: MUV-1 CoasterRug SKU: MUV-C  
BC: 680638002289 BC: 680638502284  
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Water Lilies  
Among the most recognized series of the Impressionist movement is Claude Monet’s Water Lilies.  This image, painted 
in 1899, was his first oil painting in the series and is more realistic than similar works in his later abstract years. Bold 
strokes, and subtle changes in light reflected from the surface of the water are beautifully captured, providing a 
relaxing view of calm in nature.  
 

 

 

 
 

 

   
MouseRug SKU: AWL-1 CoasterRug SKU: AWL-C  
BC: 680638002487 BC: 680638502482  

 
West African Bògòlanfini 
Mud-dyed cloth called bògòlanfini is a traditional textile of the Bamana people of Mali in West Africa. Nakunte Diarra, 
a contemporary bògòlanfini master, dyed the cloth inspiring this Book Rug design using a complicated process in 
which the mud dye is applied in the spaces around and between the pattern lines. Her cloths are marked by sharp 
contrasting patterns, crisp lines, and a variety of designs, all characteristics of fine bògòlanfini. Design © Nakunte 
Diarra 
 

 

  

   
CoasterRug SKU: MWB-C   
BC: 680638500204   
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Wyeth Trail 
In the Iroquois legend of the Three Sisters, beans, squash and corn grow together, thriving through the Native 
American practice of companion planting. Today, pure strains of Native crops are hard to come by. Seed Saver 
banks in Decorah, Iowa, and Tucson, Arizona, store precious seeds from long ago plants. In the harmonious colors of 
ancient corn varieties,a balanced pattern of rows echoes the ancient gardens, with arrows pointing in two directions, 
towards the past and the future. Design © Pendleton Woolen Mills, Inc. 
 

 

 

 

 

   
MouseRug SKU: PWT-1 CoasterRug SKU: PWT-C  
BC: 680638002326 BC: 680638502321  

 

KEY:    = Customizable Design 
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PRODUCT GROUPINGS 

DESIGNS BY REGION 

Oriental Designs 
Antique Red Afghan 
Ardabil 
Art-Deco Sarouk 
Bidjar 
Contemporary Jaipur 
Deep Blue Bergamo 
Dusty Gold Ancient Oriental 
Early Turkmen 
Emperor’s Garden 
Five Medallions 
Floral Arabesque 
Freud 
Ivory Gold Feraghan 
Jade Fars Pictorial 
Kuba Oriental 
Midnight Persian 
Northwest Persian 
Pashmina 
Persian Qashqai 
Rosette Palmette 
Scarlet Lilihan 
Shah Jahan 
Star Ushak 
Tabriz Heriz 
Timuri 
Tree of Life 
Tribal Shekarlu 
Turkoman Bokhara 
Usa Valley 

Southwestern Designs 
Bessie Barber 
Big Medicine 
Canyonlands 
Deep Red Zaptotec 
Earthtone Southwest 
Fire Legend 
Journey West 
Khaki Chief Joseph 
Papago Park 
Prairie Rush Hour 
Spider Rock 
Star Watcher 
Wyeth Trail 
 
Rest of World Designs 
Country Heritage 
Indienne 
Pirot Carpet 
Sindh Abhala Bharat 
Somerset 
West African Bogolanfini 
Bridge over a Pond of Water Lilies 
The Great Wave off Kanagawa 
The Scream 
The Starry Night 
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DESIGNS BY COLOR 

Black 
Big Medicine 
Country Heritage 
Sindh Abhala Bharat 
Somerset 
Spider Rock 
West African Bogolanfini 
 
Blue Designs 
Ardabil 
Contemporary Jaipur 
Deep Blue Bergamo 
Emperor’s Garden 
Indienne 
Kuba Oriental 
Papago Park 
Persian Qashqai 
Qum Flower 
Star Watcher 
The Starry Night 
Timuri 
Water Lilies 
William Morris 
 
Brown/Tan 
Bessie Barber 
Chief Joseph Khaki 
Earthtone Southwest 
Prairie Rush Hour 
The Great Wave off Kanagawa 
The Scream 
Wyeth Trail 
 
Green 
Jade Fars Pictorial 
 
Orange 
Mughal Lotus 
Northwest Persian 
Scarlet Lilihan 
Tribal Shekarlu 
 

Red Designs 
Agra Kazak 
Antique Red Afghan 
Art-Deco Sarouk 
Bidjar 
Deep Red Zaptotec 
Early Turkmen 
Floral Arabesque 
Freud 
Lesghi Star 
Seley Carpet 
Shah Jahan 
Star Ushak 
Tabriz Heriz 
Tree of Life 
Turkoman Bokhara 
 
Yellow/Gold 
Dusty Gold Ancient Oriental 
Five Medallions 
Ivory Gold Feraghan 
 
Various Colors 
Canyonlands 
Fire Legend 
Journey West 
Kashan Silk 
Midnight Persian 
Pashmina 
Pirot Carpet 
Rosette Palmette 
Usa Valley 
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DESIGNS THAT ARE CUSTOMIZABLE 

Dusty Gold Ancient Oriental 
Earthtone Southwest 
Ivory Gold Feraghan 
Jade Fars Pictorial 
Midnight Persian 
 

Qum Flower 
Scarlet Lilihan 
Sindh Abhala Bharat 
Tabriz Heriz 
Tree of Life 
 

 

 
WEIGHTS AND MEASURES 

All weights and measurements approximate. Variances occur from item to item. 
 
MouseRugs: 
 Weight: 3.5 ounces, or 0.1 kilograms 

Dimensions: 7.125" x 10.25" (181mm x 260mm) including fringe and 1/4" (6mm) thick 
 
CoasterRugs: 

Weight: 3.2 ounces, or 0.9 kilograms 
Dimensions: 3.5" x 5.5" (89mm x 140mm) including fringe and 1/4" (6mm) thick 

 
BookRugs: 

Weight: 0.4 ounces, or 0.012 kilograms 
Dimension: 7” × 1.25” (178mm x 32mm) including fringe and 1/8" (3mm) thick 

 
 
 
RETURN POLICY 

Our complete return policy is available on the Terms & Conditions form.  All returns require a 
return authorization issued from Fiberlok Technologies, Inc. before returning product.  Items 
must be returned in original condition within 30 days of delivery date and will be subject to a 
15% restocking fee.  Defective items and shipments of the wrong product in original condition 
must be reported within 10 days of the date of delivery. 
 
 
SHIPPING POLICY 

Shipping processing time 
Most items are in stock and ready to ship.  Most orders are processed within 48 business hours. 
If there will be a significant delay in shipment of your order, we will contact you via email. 
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Shipping rates & delivery estimates  
Shipping charges for your order will be calculated and displayed on your invoice. 
 

Shipping Method Estimated delivery time 
USPS First Class 2-3 business days 
USPS Priority Mail 1-3 business days 
USPS Priority Mail Express 1-2 business days 
USPS Priority Mail Express International 3-5 business days 
USPS Priority Mail International 6-10 business days 
First Class Package International 7-21 business days 
UPS Next Day Air* 1-2 business days 
UPS 2 Day Air 2 business days 
UPS 3 Day Select 3 business days 
UPS Ground 3-5 business days 
UPS Worldwide Express 1-3 business days 
UPS Worldwide Expedited 2-5 business days 
UPS Standard (only available to Canada) 3-5 business days 
DHL Worldwide Express 1-6 business days 

       *Next Day Air delivery is only available for orders with delivery addresses within the continental United States. 
        Delivery delays can occasionally occur. 
 
 
Shipment confirmation & order tracking 
You will receive a shipment confirmation via email and a tracking email from the carrier once 
your order ships, if an email address has been provided. 
 
Customs, duties and taxes 
Fiberlok Technologies, Inc. is not responsible for any customs and taxes applied to your 
order.  All fees imposed during or after shipping are the responsibility of the reseller (tariffs, 
taxes, etc.). 
 
 
TERMS OF SERVICE 

Our complete Terms of Service are available at MouseRug.com. 
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